PRODUCT ABSTRACT
FLEX SOLID RUBBER TILE

Z301

Selected for its performance in high traffic applications, Flex
solid rubber is designed for use in airports, hospitals,
universities, retail stores and sports venues. Its tremendous
durability is a result of a unique blend of rubber, natural fillers
and light stable pigments which are permanently bonded
together during the manufacturing process. This process
yields a product that resists scratching, requires little
maintenance and has a life cycle well beyond typical Vinyl
based products due to its through-body construction and
resilience. Not only do these qualities ensure the pattern and
color never disappear but they also protect the floor as
rubber “gives” under load reducing potential damage from
abuse
Benefits
Extreme Durability: As a standard for airports and other high traffic applications for over a
century, rubber has gained a strong reputation for unparalleled performance, even when
subjected to unusually high traffic or use.
Low Maintenance: As a result of manufacturing process, Flex Rubber is permanently sealed
and is completely non-porous. Therefore dirt can’t be worked into the product. Damp mopping
with a neutral cleaner is all that is required for daily maintenance. The product can be buffed
and/or finished if desired.
Safe: Flex solid rubber meets all US and International standards for Fire, Smoke and Slip
Resistance. Additionally, it is comfortable underfoot and anti-microbial.
Comparison to other commercial flooring options:
LVT/Vinyl – The inherent resilience of rubber makes it more comfortable and scratch resistant.
Rubber won’t shrink and its quiet.
Linoleum – There are no limits to colors or textures with rubber. Additional differences include
superior acoustics and underfoot comfort.
Carpet Incredible stain resistance and ease of maintenance sets rubber apart. With
rubber, there is no place for dirt and grit to hide resulting in cleaner floors and air.
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Recycled Rubber – Flex Solid rubber has no unpleasant odor and is non-porous. It doesn’t
require a topical finish and won’t degrade from potential contaminants that can
damage the product.
Available Format:
Tile Thickness: 2.5mm, 3.5mm (standard), 6.0mm Sport, 9.0mm Sport
Sizes: 40” x 40” (exact – 39.7” x 39.7”/1m x 1m) 20” x 20”, 20” x 40”, 10” x 40”, 10” x 20”
Select Installation References:
Boyertown HS, PA
Laura Ashley, UK
St. Johannes Hosp., DE
Avalanche Ice Arena, CA

Thomas Aquinas HS, FL
Heathrow Airport Cargo Term., UK
Silver Spring Pub. Library, MD
Three Rivers Charter School, MD

G. Marconi Airport, IT
Warsaw Int. Airport, PL
Milan Subway, IT
Dutch Embassy, IT

General Installation:
Concrete & Plywood: Install Flex over smooth sub-floor using one of three adhesives depending
upon traffic and load conditions..
Access Flooring: Install Flex Access in interlock or with releasable adhesive
Sports Facilities: Install loose-lay interlock or glue down square edge tiles. Using Urethane
adhesive.
Maintenance: After initial maintenance cleaning, floor may be left uncoated or may be coated
with an acrylic or urethane finish. Damp mop with neutral cleaner on regular basis. Floor may
be scrubbed as desired.

Important: All information above is general and is not to be used for specification,
installation or use instructions. Consult with Zandur or your local sales person for
detailed product and specification information.
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